
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Here is the footage of

Site Safety Forum 2018 for Works Contracts and Property Services 
Contracts

which was held on 3 July 2018

The speaker comes from

Hip Hing Engineering Company Ltd

Mr. Kelvin, W.C Leung

His topic is “Safe Lifting Works Management System”


************************************************


(00:23)

Ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon

I am Kelvin Leung

of Hip Hing Engineering Company Ltd

I would like to share about

the Safe Lifting Works Management System today

Safe Lifting Works Management System

covers a wide scope

Let’s narrow down today

and focus on lifting operation by tower crane


Before talking about tower crane lifting

I would like to share some incidents relating to

lifting operation of tower crane in recent years

This lifting accident occurred at the Kowloon Bay site

At that time, the workers were lifting timber boards

In the process, the board fell and hit several workers

Fortunately the workers were injured only

Another incident occurred at a Kwun Tong site

also in Kowloon East

At that time, the workers were lifting steel frames

Unfortunately, the frames scattered down

causing one fatal accident

Another accident also involved tower crane lifting




Accident occurred at Kowloon Tong

At that time, the workers were lifting

some objects up to the working floor

It was suspected that the lifting wires broke

leading to death of one worker


After these accidents

we studied the major problem in the tower crane lifting

or any area for review

We summarized a few points

which might be the causes of the accidents

The first reason is improper rigging method

Take this picture as an example

you will note that there were long and short steel bars

rigged together by worker and hung on the hook

This increased the risk of collision with the building edge

causing the falling of steel bars

resulting in a serious accident


Another possible cause of incident

was about the lifting gear

Two common irregularities of lifting gear

would be expiry of the service life and so poor condition

Even it was not expired, it might be mis-handled

causing accidents during rigging

The third cause would be more common, overloading

Theoretically, overloading could be avoided

As mentioned by Hanison’s representative just now

the operator might have by-passed the system

Hence, not knowing when it was overloaded

This aspect should be noted

Fourth, it also happened on our site

The steel wires formed knots or even broken

in two to three months’ time

(a short period of time)




This would all lead to an accident


The fifth cause was very common

that the signalman also taking up the rigger’s role

i.e. one person with two roles

This would be very dangerous

the person who did the rigging

might consider himself safe after rigging

he was not aware that he was standing

at a very unfavourable position

it might cause another accident

The other one was relatively rare

but if it occurred, it could cause a fatal accident

the brake system

This brake system controlled

the tower crane lifting operation

The situation would be like when we drive a car

If we always pull the hand brake accidentally during driving

The brake system would wear out continuously

This situation was the same

If the brake system was activated inappropriately

The brake disc in the brake system

would wear out continuously

until certain point that the brake fails

and the whole batch of loads would fall


In conclusion, how do we deal with

the problems just mentioned?

We will analyze according to the basic rule of

man, machine, material, method and environment

and some other preventive measures

First, in terms of man

We will employ competent people for lifting work

Whether the said competent people

can start work on site immediately?




The answer is no

We will conduct a test

and require him to perform routine lifting work

such as the rigging method and lifting operation

He can commence work on site

only after passing the test

If his methodology is inappropriate

or involved minor unsafe behaviour

We will not let him work


The second is about the tower crane

Basically, the brake system will

have certain influence on the lifting operation

We all understand the tight schedule of the 6-day cycle

in the Housing Department works contracts

How can we have such a long period to carry out

a detailed inspection?

For Hip Hing, we will apply for a CMP

that is, the noise permit

We will do a comprehensive check on Sunday

We will add one more test

which is to check whether there is any delay

between the brake system

and the stoppage of lifting operation

Let’s share it here

We did find irregularity in past projects

In fact, the replacement is very simple

Replacing the circuit board can solve the problem

Just like replacing a malfunctioning phone with a new one

The key is to identify the irregularity

and find it at an early stage

If not, it will lead to a very serious incident

Another way, we will add one more sensor

This sensor is attached to the tower crane brake system

What is the purpose?




To monitor the thickness of the brake disc

and give a warning when the thickness

is less than half of the original

The brake disc thickness deviated

for different models or manufacturers

For example, a 20 mm thick brake disc

the sensor will alert

when the brake disc thickness is less than 10 mm

The driver will be alerted

and notify the mechanical department

to repair and replace the brake disc


We mentioned about falling objects

due to inadequate rigging

That is, “loosen hook"

Our company has specially developed an interlock device

to prevent falling objects from the hook

We also mentioned the wire ropes

What is wrong with the wire ropes?

According to our own experience

we found that the problem occurrence rate

of certain countries’ wire ropes were higher

except Europe and Japan

Hence, from the middle of last year onwards

our company would only order

wire ropes manufactured from Europe or Japan

The advantage was their good quality

In fact, I would like to share a bit more

Taking the Kwai Chung site as an example

we noted that the wire ropes

from other countries in the past

would easily get tangling up or deformed

As the crane would be dismantled in one month

I struggled whether the wire ropes

need to be replaced or not?




After second thought, I chose not to take risk

because of the high risk involved

therefore we changed the wire rope at that moment

and spent over hundred thousand dollars

How to calculate the cost?

The material cost increased by

60% over the conventional wire rope

Fortunately, our top management of the company

agreed that accidents should be avoided

So we were willing to pay money for safety


In addition, the common practice was

that we would not install a brand new tower crane on site

We did the same

However what was the difference between ours and others?

A tower crane might have been used on-site

for three, five or even seven years

We had to replace some components

when it was delivered to the site

All the wire ropes, brake discs

bearings for all rotating parts, even the pulleys

All would be replaced with new ones

to achieve the safety level


As mentioned earlier

For some lorry-mounted cranes entering the site

the quality of their lifting gear vary significantly

We must use safe lifting gear

We set up a lifting gear lending station

for lending lifting gear to them

In particular, the photo on the right hand side

We provided double markings on nylon webbing slings

Why?

The markings can be easily wear out

in two or three months and can’t be read




This method let the marking last longer

Moreover, we will not reuse nylon webbing slings

because it is easily affected by the weather

and it may require replacement after a few months

Avoid reuse, no re-examination is required

We will discard it right away

In terms of management

we have effective contract management

with our own sub-contractors

It is stated in the subcontracts

that the rigger and the signal man

have to perform separately and independently

They can’t be performed by the same person

to avoid disputes

It allows clear execution by our frontline colleagues

Besides the alarm system in the lifting zone

we also install one more overload indicator visual alarm

You can see it on the right

that lamp with red, yellow and green

giving immediate alert to the signal man for the overload

To allow contingency, we have lowered the overload alarm

to 90% from full loading capacity of the tower crane

to allow pre-warning, alert early

and hence reduce overload problem


To comply with the requirements of the Housing Department

we install surveillance cameras with recording function

to monitor all tower crane lifting operations

After doing so many things

From 2018 till now, our company maintains

a zero accident record in lifting operation

Next, what is the way forward

We are planning with the supplier

to provide a secondary brake system on wire drum

This allow us to brake the objects being lifted




when main brake system fails

We expect this can be completed

in one to two years and introduced to Hong Kong

This is the end of my sharing

Thank you

Thank you, Mr. Leung

Please ask a question before leaving

Ok, I want to ask

in addition to checking tower crane motor and brake

what would be installed to check the brake disc condition?

These two ladies there

Thank you, please give them a microphone

Sensor

Correct

Congratulations

Thank you, Mr. Leung


Thank you for watching


(11:35)




